Use Case:

Collaborative Programme

Creating Sustainable
Collaborative
Networks
Remove the distance and collaborate effortlessly by bringing
the expertise of all your teams together, turning great ideas
into meaningful improvement.

Search and Discover

Direct Communication

Remove the Admin

Advanced filters allow you to access
and discover information across your
collaborative or organization.

Don't wait to be introduced, get
direct access to the Life QI
directory and spark up a discussion
with like-minded people.

No more manual data submission
required. Get access to the right
data, in the right format, every
time.

Remove Boundaries

Transparency

Scalable Structure

Life QI removes barriers and helps
collaboratives disseminate lessons
learned, which in turn helps
accelerate local and national
change.

View, learn and accelerate with the
'Everyone can View' functionality.
Let others learn from your
successes.

Grow with ease. Flexible
dashboards and custom report
templates dynamically update as
new organizations, projects and
programmes are added.

To find out more visit us at:
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Aggregate Data
The power of aggregation is often underestimated.
Life QI has revolutionized the way data is collected,
exchanged and applied.
Bring all of your hospital data together and create a
single unified data asset. Once data is aggregated,
problem areas can be identified and understood
leading to better decision-making, improved
outcomes and reduction in costs.

Multi-site Reporting
Reporting can be a laborious task and difficult
to keep on top of. Life QI assists with custom
report templates to encourage consistent
practice across your collaboratives.

Single Sign-on (SSO)

Bulk Invites

Collaborative Programmes

Increase productivity and expedite
onboarding by integrating your Single Sign-on
(SSO) solution with Life QI.

Invite any number of people at once and
monitor their steps through sign-up.

Work with any number of organizations at any
number of locations.

Reduce Collaboration Cost

Set Permissions

Reduction in Variation

Collaborative working doesn't have to be a
costly affair. Life QI helps large-scale
collaborations successfully work on
improvement projects remotely, driving down
travel costs.

Restrict access to sensitive information or
share public work with everyone,
everywhere.

Everyone working in the same way and
producing the same data presents a clear,
streamlined reporting plan that is easy for
multiple organizations to follow.
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